Press Note

Eco Carbon Pvt. Ltd., offers 9999 VERs worth of over Rs. One crore to the carbon credit account of USA in order to greet Barack Obama

At the outset, we wish a happy and prosperous New Year to all our friends in the Press and Media.

All of us have witnessed the unprecedented way of oath taking ceremony of 44th President of USA, Mr Barack Obama. The much-awaited change in US administration has taken place replacing 8-years of Republicans’ Government laden with wars and economic recession.

US government is complacent about certain issues unless and until it gets exposed to the wrath of the issues. The call of new President to all the countries for fight against terrorism is understandable in this context.

But the eco-terrorism is of higher magnitude with the potential to extinct continents and races. US has opted to keep away from this global obligation and distanced from the rest of the world by denying in ratifying Kyoto Protocol. This is understandable owing to the introvert-policies of Republicans’ government ruled the country for the last eight years.

Now there is transition of power and, the Democrats’ government can be expected to be eco-friendly in its policies. But one has to remind the government of its obligation. This is what is done by us in our letter addressed to new President of USA, and the copy is attached for your kind perusal. We invite you to join us in reminding USA of its obligations of global importance before it seeks world support on points of concern in its own welfare.

As a kick start to the deal for roping in USA to take part in Kyoto Protocol, we offered to transfer 9999 tons of VERs worth of over Rs. One crore to the carbon credit account of USA, once US ratify the protocol and join rest of the world in its fight against climate change. This is to greet Mr Barack Obama in the context of his taking oath as 44th President of USA.
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